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PRES. MACRON SPOKE BY PHONE WITH IRANIAN COUNTERPART EBRAHIM
RAISSI, 23 JULY 22
AMID JCPOA & FOOD SAFETY & ENERGY

Paris, Washington DC, 23.07.2022, 23:06 Time

USPA NEWS - The President of the French Republic, Mr. Emmanuel Macron, spoke by telephone with Mr. Ebrahim Raissi, President
of the Islamic Republic of Iran, on Saturday July 23, 2022. The two Heads of State discussed the war in Ukraine and the
consequences of the conflict both in terms of energy and food security.The two heads of state discussed the regional situation. The
President of the Republic recalled France's attachment to the security and stability of the region and expressed his desire to continue
his efforts in favor of a lasting easing of tensions. Following the Baghdad conference, which was held last August, the two heads of
state agreed on the need to strengthen dialogue between the countries of the region.

PRESIDENT MACRON SPOKE BY TELEPHONE WITH IRANIAN COUNTERART EBRAHIM RAISSI ON 23th JULY 2022 AMID
JCPOA & FOOD SAFETY & ENERGY
"The President of the French Republic, Mr. Emmanuel Macron, spoke by telephone with Mr. Ebrahim Raissi, President of the Islamic
Republic of Iran, on Saturday July 23, 2022. The two Heads of State discussed the war in Ukraine and the consequences of the
conflict both in terms of energy and food security. With regard to the 2015 nuclear agreement, the President of the Republic reiterated
his conviction that a solution aimed at returning to its full implementation was still possible but that it had to be done as soon as
possible. Several months after the suspension of the negotiations in Vienna, he expressed his disappointment at the lack of progress
and insisted with President RAISSI on the need to make a clear choice to conclude the agreement and return to the implementation of
his nuclear commitments. The two heads of state discussed the regional situation. The President of the Republic recalled France's
attachment to the security and stability of the region and expressed his desire to continue his efforts in favor of a lasting easing of
tensions. Following the Baghdad conference, which was held last August, the two heads of state agreed on the need to strengthen
dialogue between the countries of the region. Finally, the President of the Republic reiterated his deep concern about the situation of
the four French nationals arbitrarily detained in Iran. He called for their immediate release." (Source : French Presidency Elysee)
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